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Welcome to Pennypacker Mills! To ensure the safety of visitors, staff and site, there are a few guidelines which
need to be adhered to. On the grounds, masks should be worn and household contact groups should practice
social distancing. The restroom building will be open.
For tours of the Pennypacker mansion, reservations are to be made in advance. Call 610-287-9349 or email PennypackerMills@montcopa.org. Scheduled tours must be confirmed by a staff member prior to the tour. Tours
are limited to no more than 10 people per household contact group. Masks must be worn.

A New Career for Women
Today, communication takes only
seconds to connect. That was not
always the case, nor was it wireless. Let’s look back in time to see
how communication progressed,
and improved the lives of the
working woman.
Early Communication
Early mass communication started
with the printing press, and then
the telegraph was developed.
Printing remained the main form
for mass messaging for years afterwards, but the telegraph allowed instant communication over
vast distances for the first time in
human history. Telegram rates
varied by distance sent, and had
day and night rates. For a typical
telegram, you paid a flat rate for
the first ten words and were
charged a per word rate for each
additional word. An address and
signature were free. Telegraph
usage faded as the telephone and
radio became more available.

Although there is some controversy about who developed the
first telephone, it was Alexander
Graham Bell who secured the
exclusive rights to the technology and launched the Bell
Telephone Company in 1877.
Initially, telephones were very
similar to a telegraph. They
operated using a wire in the
phone that would connect
with a wire in someone else’s
phone. There was no telephone number, operator or
even dialing necessary. If you
wanted to talk to more than
one person, you’d needed
more than one phone. This
was not going to work for a
national communication system.
Soon, the telephone exchange was developed. The
system relied on a switchboard between callers. This

is how it worked: a caller
would pick up the phone
and speak with an operator, who would then manually patch through their call
to the recipient. The first
switchboard was made of
“carriage bolts, handles
from teapot lids, and bustle
wire” and served only twenNew Careers, cont. on Pg. 2
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Exhibit ends Sun., Jan. 31
“Handicrafts in the Home”
Free Admission

February

Sat., Feb. 13
Valentines Workshop for
Kids!
10 am & 12 pm &
1 to 3 pm
Fee: $5/child

Letterhead: Escutcheon plate, featuring a bee hive, on second floor dresser at Pennypacker Mills
Friend Us on FACEBOOK
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ty-one customers in Connecticut in 1878.
While this was not the ideal
solution, it didn’t take long
before businesses realized
the potential of this new innovation. Commercial switchboards soon sprang up everywhere. Further, a whole new
category
of
employment
evolved.

wires and holes with ease.
Since this was the beginning
of the switchboard industry,
she had few customers so
she got to know many
of them and became
a familiar voice. She
worked
fifty-four
hours a week and
was
paid
$10
a
month.

pass height and weight standards and arm length tests to
make sure they were physically fit in the tight quarters of

Other
companies
soon
realized
the
benefit of using women as switchboard operators. By taking that
Telephone operators, circa 1880.
first job in this new Above:
George Rinhart/Corbis via Getty Images.
industry, Emma Nutt
created a new profesthe switching offices. By
sion for women. Around 1900,
1918, there were more than
single women were going to
8,000 female telephone operwork in large numbers. Since
ators in New England.
married women were expected to stay at home, most
Job Duties
companies had a policy of onThe job meant answering inly hiring single women. Single
coming phone calls, asking
women
for the telephone number,
also cost
and then connecting the cordless
to
ed plug into the appropriate
hire,
circuit on the switchboard.
were
Operators were not permitted
considA New Cato speak to one another and
ered moreer for
were expected to sit with pertivated
Women
fect posture for long hours,
and
A
momenwhile being pleasant to callhardtous change
ers. Operators had a highworking,
came about
pressure job, intense superviand few
on Septem- Above: Many teenage boys were hired as telesion, and were highly discifields
ber 1, 1878 phone operators for early switchboards. Source:
plined. Many women were exwere
when a Bos- BettmanArchive/Getty Images.
pected to work double shifts a
open to
ton woman
day with only a three-hour
women for work.
named Emma Nutt made
break, which was unpaid.
communication history, by the
simple act of picking up a telAs long as the numbers of
What were the qualificaephone! More than connectsubscribers was low, their job
tions to be a switchboard
ing telephone calls and anwas easy. However, as more
operator?
swering
questions,
Nutt’s
and more customers became
Single women saw this new
calming voice created a new
subscribers to the service,
field as a way to move up the
era in telecommunication: the
the job became more hectic.
business ladder from working
female switchboard operator.
In large cities, calls were
as a maid or laundress or facUnlike the teenage boys, Nutt
coming in so rapidly that optory worker. Additionally, getwas patient and polite. Her
erators could hardly take their
ting hired as a telephone opvoice was soothing and she
eyes off the switchboards for
erator didn’t require any spewas able to work the wall of
cial skills. Women had to
The First Switchboard
Operators
The first switchboard operators were teenage boys who
were hired to answer calls
and staff the switchboard.
This involved rushing around
a large set up with wires and
holes. It soon became obvious that the first switchboard
operators misbehaved and
were rude to customers. They
shouted “ahoy!” into the
phones with cracking voices.
Soon “hello”
was the preferred introduction.
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Emma Nutt, the first female switchboard operator, worked fifty-four hours a week
and was paid $10 a month.
a minute. Mary Kennedy, who
worked in New York City in
the late 1870’s said she performed “every kind of telephone work except climbing a
pole.” She recalled, “going up
to the cupola to splice a cable
or adjust a lightning arrester
as this was part of the day’s
work.”
Communication in the U.S.
In 1910, the U.S. population
was 92,228,496 and there
were 7,084,000 telephones.
Long distance was very limited. Few cities west of the
Mississippi River were able to
call New York. The only way
to communicate at that time
was by telegram. The average salary was between $10
for the average worker and
$50 for a university professor.
Spending a few dollars to

make a phone call was a luxury. Consequently, long distance calls would mean an
additional charge for something called, “messenger service.” The phone company
would send a messenger to
the person’s address you provided and arrange to have
them come to a designated
telephone at a specified time
to receive your call. The most
expensive place to call in
1910 was from New York to
Little Rock, Arkansas at a
cost of $7.75 for the first
three minutes and another
$2.25 for each additional minute.
In Schwenksville, multiple
businesses had a telephone
including the newspaper, two
hotels
and
the
general
store. Most people would use

Free Guided Tours
Tours of Pennypacker Mills are offered
year-round:
Tues-Sat.: 10 am to 4 pm &
Sun: 1 to 4 pm.
Closed Mondays & Holidays.
Last tour @ 3 pm.
To make a reservation:
Tel # 610-287-9349
Email - PennypackerMills@montcopa.org
Please wear a mask & social distance.
Group size maximum of 10

the phone at
Pennepacker
&
Bromer
General Store
to place and
receive calls,
as the Pennypackers did.
Schwenksville was serviced by two
competing phone companies,
Bell and Keystone and the
hotels, newspaper and general store all had both
phones.
Women were taking their
place in the busy working
world of the early 1900’s.
While there were qualifications for many jobs, women
rose to the challenge and
succeeded in difficult work
environments…one of which
was a new communication

Join the Friends of
Pennypacker Mills
Help the site as a member of the Friends. Funds
raised go toward our collections management and
education programs.
In September, the Friends host the Craft Marketplace, which is an outstanding event that attracts
100+ vendors and over a thousand visitors.
Your help is needed!
Go to www.friendsppm.org
Find membership information & how the Friends
help this historic site.
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The Beginnings of
Food Safety in America
In 1858, Frank Leslie’s Illustrated
Newspaper ran a scandalous article on the topic of milk. He characterized a group of Brooklyn
and New York distilleries as “milk
murderers” who had distributed
“liquid poison” to the public. “For
the midnight assassin, we have
the rope and the gallows; for the
robber the penitentiary; but for
those who murder our children by
the thousands we have neither
reprobation nor punishment,” he
wrote. “They are not penal villains, but licensed traders, and
though their traffic is literally in
human life the Government
seems powerless or unwilling to
interfere.” In those few sentences, Leslie summed up the huge
problem of the careless, unregulated American dairy industry.
Tainted Dairy Products
Milk was sold by firms who wanted to maximize profits, not provide sanitary dairy products.
“Swill milk” came from dairy cows
that were fed the steaming remains of grain distillation. These
cows lived in nearby stables in
horrendous conditions where
most survived for a few months
and produced a sickly bluish milk.
To mask the look and flavor of
“swill milk,” distilleries added
chalk, eggs, flour, water, molasses, and other substances. Local
distributers then purchased this
toxic liquid and marketed it as
“Pure Country Milk.” The quality
was so poor and the contents of
bottles so risky, that one local
journalist demanded to know why
the police didn’t arrest dairymen.
An analysis of one batch of milk
from New Jersey indicated

Above: Late 1800’s bottled milk, was found
teeming with bacteria, worms, manure, hair,
calf brains & formaldehyde. Image source:
smithsonianmag.com

“liquefying
colonies
(of bacteria)” to be so
numerous that the
researchers simply abandoned
count. Another batch of milk was
recounted in a newspaper article
entitled, “Worms and Moss in
Milk.” In an analysis of a pint of
bottled milk provided by a family,
it was found to be “wriggling.” It
turned out to be worms, which
investigators found had been introduced when a local dairyman
thinned the milk with “stagnant
water.”

Above: An editorial cartoon in
Harper’s Weekly depicts the deadly consequences of swill milk. August 17,
1878. Source: HathiTrust.com

For heavy cream, many dairy
producers used a yellowish layer
of pureed calf brains to thicken
the milk. Milk that was about to
go sour led dairy companies to
add formaldehyde, an embalming
compound used by funeral par-

lors to stop decomposition, as it
imparted a sweet taste that improved the flavor. Although formaldehyde was considered safe
in small quantities, the amounts
ran from a few drops to a large
quantity, making this compound a
deadly ingredient. Consequently,
dairymen began increasing the
dose of formaldehyde to keep the
milk “fresh.” New mixtures with
names such as Iceline or Preservaline were sold making milk
more and more toxic. This compound was also used in the meat
-packing industry routinely.
In future articles, Leslie alleged,
“the deaths of two-thirds of the
children in New York and Brooklyn could be distinctly traced to
the use of impure milk” while the
New York Times wrote how, “the
8,000 children that died last year
from the poison of swill milk”
could not spur public health officials and local leaders into action. Soon it became clear that it
was not just New York which was
experiencing these problems. In
fact, thousands of children from
Boston to Chicago to San Francisco and Philadelphia were also
dying each year from this contamination. As a result, many of
these distilleries closed their
businesses due to public outcry.
Another issue was the popularity
of raw milk, although it was considered dangerous due to its
spoilage. Through technological
innovation and changes in the
public’s perception of milk, it be-
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Wiley established “The Poison Squad,” a group of twelve men who were the best and brightest.
milk. “People do not
came a popular food.
appreciate the danWith the growth of cities
ger lurking in milk
and the movement of
that isn’t pure,” he
families from rural arewrote.
as to those cities, more
women began to work
While formaldehyde
outside the home and
was considered the
new
technologies,
answer to killing
mechanized
milking
bacteria in milk, it’s
lowered the cost. It
continued use in unwasn’t until pasteurizaknown quantities led
tion of milk made it safe
to many deaths.
to drink. Despite the
Hurty’s main conmounting scientific evicern was the dandence, pasteurization
was not widely accept- Above: Harvey W. Wiley and his Poison Squad in 1902. Source: Public gers of milk containing bovine tubercued. Some feared it was Work/U.S. Food and Drug Administration.
losis, undulant fever,
a superficial intervenscarlet fever, typhoid, and diphutations for sobriety and reliabiltion. One commentator noted in
theria. While pasteurization killed
ity.” All twelve took oaths, pledg1908, “Wholesale pasteurization,
many pathogens, it wasn’t until
ing one year of service, promiswhile lulling consumers into a
the 1930’s that it was widely
ing to only eat food that was prefalse sense of security, would
used. An outbreak of infant
pared in the Poison Squad’s
vastly increase the burdens of
deaths was reported in the sumkitchen, and waived their right to
milk inspectors and make their
mer of 1900 in Indianapolis. Fursue the government for damagwork more difficult if not entirely
ther investigation concluded that
es, including death, that might
impossible.” Others argued about
at least 30 children had died two
result from their participation in
the high cost and that it could
years prior due to the use of forthe program. They were fed bolead to other illnesses such as
maldehyde as a preservative. In
rax-laced meals and after five
scurvy.
1901, Hurty referenced these
years of tests that covered salideaths of more than 400 children
cylic acid, sulfuric acid, sodium
Who were Harvey Washington
due to a combination of formaldebenzoate and formaldehyde, the
Wiley & John Newell Hurty?
hyde, dirt, and bacteria in milk.
results were symptoms of nauFew people know the names
Following this outbreak, the State
sea, stomach aches and vomitWiley and Hurty, but their work
of Indiana began prosecuting
ing, but they inspired people
started a revolution in the food
dairymen for using formaldehyde,
around the country who wrote in
industry. We should know their
which briefly slowed the practice.
and demanded regulation.
names because they saved the
When asked about the impact of
lives of countless people at the
formaldehyde, he replied, “Well,
John Newell Hurty was Indiana’s
turn of the 20th century.
it’s embalming fluid that you are
chief public health officer whose
adding to milk. I guess it’s all
mantra was cleanliness “is godliIn the early 1900’s, Indiana was
right if you want to embalm the
ness.” He was constantly seeking
recognized as a national leader
baby.”
ways to reduce disease rates in
in public heath issues. This was
his home state. His department’s
due to Wiley and Hurty exclusiveIt wasn’t until Harvey Wiley
publications noted the discovery
ly. Harvey Washington Wiley had
helped to secure the federal Pure
of sticks, hairs, insects, blood
become the chief chemist at the
Food and Drug Act in 1906, that
and pus in milk. In addition, the
federal Department of Agriculture
this compound was at last
department tracked such a
and the country’s leader in food
banned from the food supply.
steady diet of manure that it was
safety. Despite pushing for food
The federal law was known as
estimated that the citizens of Indisafety legislation and seeing it
the Wiley Act, named for the man
anapolis ate more than 2,000
not pass, Wiley established “The
who changed how citizens and
pounds of manure in a year! He
Poison Squad,” a group of twelve
the government viewed milk and
wrote, “many (child) deaths and
men who were the best and
other tainted products. In 1908,
sickness” included severe naubrightest. These human lab rats
sea and diarrhea, also known as
were all graduates of the civil
Beginnings of Food Safety Cont. on pg. 7
“summer complaint” might have
service exam, screened for “high
actually been the result of filthy
moral character, and all had rep-
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This year, was an unusual one here at the Mills as elsewhere. The site was shut down for a period of time
so volunteers were not able to help initially. We saw a return of volunteers until the holidays when the site
was again closed. Below are those who have graciously helped us this year. We are so fortunate that they
share their time and talents with us. Thank You!!!
Name

Hrs.

Assal, Anne

29

Name

Hrs.

Name

Ebert-Colgrove, Elizabeth*

16.25 Malc, Janice

Hrs.
12.5

Assal, Jim

21.5

Evans, Suzanne

6

Manley, Becky

8.5

Boyd, Bill

6.5

Evans, Will

6

Moore, Linda*

13.5
22.5

Boyer, Sharron

20.75 Famous, Scott

5.5

Pegg, Bonnie

Custer, Carol*

145.25 Famous, Kathy

5.5

Pennypacker, Larry*

40.5

Previni, John

7.25
88

Cymbor-Jones, Meredith

8.5

Frasier, Alex

27

DeLucas, Margaret*

18.25 Frasier, Sandra

2

Previni, Mary

Dilmore, Don

33.75 Gosser, Gail*

6

Quigley, Elizabeth

70.5

3

Walter, Sheila

8.5

DiMaria, Joan

4

Earley, Richard

Hightower, Robin

192.75 Krout, Charles (Chip)

2

* member of the Friends of Pennypacker Mills
Hours from December 1, 2019 to December 1, 2020 — TOTAL: 831.25 Hours

Sat., February 13th
10 am to 12 pm & 1 pm to 3 pm Fee: $5/child
Join us for this fun winter workshop in the Classroom Building where kids will be creating imaginative crafts with a vintage twist for Valentines Day. Tables will be set up
for social distancing and enrollment will be limited. Everyone must wear a mask, social distance & be part of a household contact group. This year, there will be two
workshops so pre-register for whichever one suits your schedule best!
This workshop is for kids ages 5-10 years old, accompanied by an adult.
Limit 1-2 children & 1 adult per registration.

Join the fun... Call 610-287-9349 or
Email: PennypackerMills@montcopa.org
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Beginnings of Food Safety Cont.

the Surgeon General released a
600-page report that attributed
most childhood deaths to impure
milk and argued that pasteurization was the best way to address
the ongoing public health crisis.
In 1912, when Wiley retired, the
FDA (Food & Drug Administration) reported that a newspaper
headline read, “Women Weep As
Watchdog of the Kitchen Quits
After 29 Years.”

Governor Samuel Pennypacker
Addresses the Issue of
Pure Food
In April 1903, Governor Pennypacker signed into law The Act to
Prohibit the Adulteration of Food.
The law prohibited any person or
company to manufacture, sell,
ship, consign, or have in possession any article of food which
contains formalin, formaldehyde,
or sodium fluoride. The law also
prohibited the sale or manufacture of any article of vegetable
food containing any coloring matter where the analysis reveals
more than one-fiftieth of one centum of metallic copper. If convicted, the fine was not less than fifty
dollars nor more than one hundred dollars, or imprisonment for
sixty days. The law also made it
the duty of the Dairy and Food
Commissioner to enforce the act
and recover all penalties.
An article published in the Journal Knights of the Labor in November, 1903 stated, “A gratifying feature of the crusade in favor
of pure food is the fact that Governor Pennypacker and Senators
Quay and Penrose are heartily
supporting Commissioner Warren
in his work. At a conference held
at the Executive Mansion last
week, the Governor and Senator
Quay discussed methods whereby the Commissioner might be
further strengthened and aided in
his excellent work.”
In 1905, new legislation, called
the Fruit Syrup bill was proposed,

rine, dulcin, napthal, flourides, all
coal tars and all other coloring
matter to health will be prosecuted. The bill was the outcome of
the raids made by the Pure Food
Department on soda fountains in
Philadelphia and other cities.

Above: Governor Pennypacker at his
desk in Harrisburg, circa 1906. Source:
Archives at Pennypacker Mills.

which the Governor vetoed. The
bill was backed by wholesale
dealers in soda water fountain
supplies. In stating his reasons
for vetoing the measure, Governor Pennypacker explained that
this bill was really intended to repeal provisions of the 1903 Pure
Food Act: “The subject of the bill
purports to be the prohibition of
the sale of fruit syrups, prepared
fruits and fruit products containing more than one-fourth of one
percentum of sodium benzoate or
more than one-fourth of one percentum of added color. As the
Act of 1895 prevents the use of
these substances, this bill, if it
became law, would repeal to that
extent of the former act. It would
also be such a repeal without any
reference what ever to the preceding act, as the Constitution
requires.”
In April 1905, a new bill was put
forth which established the Department of Health, with a commissioner appointed by the Governor. The role of the Commissioner was “to protect the health
of the people of the State and to
determine and employ the most
efficient and practical means for
the prevention and suppression
of disease.” In an article in The
Press, the Governor also affirmed the act regulating the
manufacture and sale of fruit syrups. Any person who sells any
fruit syrup containing formaldehyde, sulphurous acid or sulphites, boric acid or borales, salicylic acid or salicycates, saccha-

The Pittsburg Gazette reported,
“An important measure which will
have far reaching influence became law yesterday when Governor Pennypacker approved the
bill abolishing the state board of
health and creating instead the
state department of health. The
measure has been criticized because of the extensive powers
conferred by it, but no less are
needed for the preservation of
the public health.”
The Public Ledger stated, “While
the Department of Health, with
its executive officer or director,
will not supplant the regularly established local board, it has very
large supervisory power over
them, and the district health officers, to be under its control, will be
the really responsible agents of a
general sanitary system. This extends not only to the prevention
and treatment of epidemic and
contagious diseases, but to the
enforcement of general sanitary
regulations, the protection of water course and other measures of
more than local significance. The
whole system appears so well
conceived that it will be the fault
of the men appointed to administer it if it does not prove of vast
advantage and credit to the
State.”
The Pure Food Act was the tip of
the iceberg in terms of food safety. With the publication of The
Jungle, by Upton Sinclair, a light
would shine on the meat packing
industry and reverberate throughout the country.

Montgomery Board of Commissioners:
Valerie Arkoosh, MD, MPH, Chair
Kenneth E. Lawrence, Jr. Vice Chair
Joseph C. Gale, Commissioner
Pennypacker Mills
5 Haldeman Road
Schwenksville, PA 19473

Winter at Pennypacker Mills
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Tidbits of History
Pennypacker Mills is fortunate to have in its collection, a number of scrapbooks that were kept by
Samuel Pennypacker. In these scrapbooks, newspaper clippings from around the country were
saved. Many reveal official work done during this time period, but we also find quite a few articles that
lend a more personal view of the Governor. Below is one such article from 1903, just before he was
inaugurated:
Potter County Journal
Coudersport, PA – January 14, 1903
The story comes from Judge Pennypacker’s home town that the coming Governor has returned all
the complimentary passes sent him by the railroad companies. He says that he prefers to pay his
traveling expenses just the same way as any other business man, and he believes that his salary will
enable him to pay his own way. Now let all the other public servants who have to do with legislation
or laws affecting railroads place themselves in the same independent attitude. Every passenger on a
railway train is expected to pay fare in some way. The publisher pays his liberally with advertising, the
railway official his by reciprocal favors. How would the Governor, Legislator or Judge pay his traveling
on a pass? It is the custom, but such a custom as is “more honored in the breech than in the observance.”

